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Stjepan Gadzo, PhD* 

TAX PROCEDURE LAW IN TRANSITION: 
CROATIAN EXPERIENCE 

Similarly to other European countries formerly belonging to the Communist Bloc, 
Croatia undertook a comprehensive tax reform at the beginning of the 1990s, with the 
aim to establish a tax system suitable for the needs of the market-oriented economy. 
Conversely, modernization of tax procedure law moved at significantly slower pace. 
In this regard, major step forward was the adoption of the General Tax Act (GTA) 
in 2000, resulting in the codification of principles and rules generally applicable to 
all taxes and other public levies. However, it was only fairly recently that Croatian 
tax law saw the introduction of some instruments that are based on a more modern 
understanding of the relationship between tax authorities and the taxpayer, e.g. 
advance rulings and horizontal monitoring. Against this backdrop, the purpose of this 
paper is twofold. First, we attempt to identify the origins of the traditional public law 
paradigm on tax relationship in Croatian law. Second, we examine whether recent 
legislative developments signify a paradigm shift, with traditional public law categories 
giving way to principles such as reciprocity, fair play, protection of taxpayers' rights 
and legal certainty. 

Key words: Croatian Tax System. -. Tax Procedure Law. - Co-operative Compliance. - 
Advance Rulings. - Horfzontal Monitoring. •• 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In a 1992 paper, prominent Swedish academic Leif Muten noted that "Rome was 
not built in one day, nor is a full-fledged modern tax system to be set up within a year 
or twO."l A panoramic overview of the development and evolution of Croatian 
tax system over the course of the last 25 years confirms these words. It was in 1994 
when a newly dependent Republic of Croatia, amid a still raging war, engaged in a 

Postdoctoral Researcher, University of Rijeka Faculty of Law, sgadzo@pravri.hr. 
L. Muten, "Income Tax Reform': Fiscal Policies in Economies in Transition (ed. V. Tanzi), Interna 
tional Monetary Fund, Washington 1992, 187. 
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major reform of its tax system. Similarly to experiences of other European coun 
tries formerly belonging to the Communist Bloc, the main aim of the reform was 
to establish a tax system suitable for the needs of the market-oriented economy? 
Most notably, under the influence of a group of foreign academics, the 1994 reform 
envisaged a tax system oriented almost exclusively on taxing consumption, which 
was a unique example in the world at that time.I Accordingly, new statutes regulat 
ing particular taxes were drafted and adopted by the legislator (e.g. Personal Income 
Tax Act, Corporate Income Tax Act, etc.), becoming the pillars of the new regime. 

On the other hand, these "formative years" of mid-1990s saw far less atten 
tion paid to the improvement of the legal framework on tax administration and 
tax procedure, i.e. tax procedure law.? Particular deficiency was noticeable from the 
organisational standpoint, since procedural provisions were scattered over multi 
ple tax statutes, without any logical grouping and reliance on general principles of 
tax procedure.f The ensuing complexity oflegal framework thus failed to provide a 
helping hand to the parties of the tax relationship. Against this backdrop, a major 
step forward was the adoption of the General Tax Act (hereinafter: GTA) in 2000.6 

Croatian GTA follows a traditional public law perspective on the nature of tax 
relationship (Steuerrechtsverhiiltnis), i.e. the relationship between public authority, 
in its capacity as a beneficiary of a particular tax, on the one hand, and private per 
sons as taxpayers on the other? In accordance with this traditional view, tax rela 
tionship has a distinctly hierarchical nature, in that the public authority, possessing 
the power to tax in line with the general constitutional framework, is in a position 
superior to that of the taxpayer. Embodiment of such approach in the first GTA 
may be attributed not only to the influence of German role-models, but is also well 
aligned with the prevailing paradigm in Croatian doctrine on the nature of relations 
between the public administration and private persons (see infra, section 2). 

At the time when the Croatian legal framework for tax procedure and tax ad 
ministration was only in its embryonic stage, a serious rethinking of the traditional 
paradigm on tax relationship began to take place in many other countries around 
the globe. Consequently, in the first decade of 21st century a new approach emerged, 
one which is based on stronger co-operation of the involved parties in the fulfil- 
ment of their legal obligations: . 

Croatian tax law saw the introduction of some instruments based on this novel 
approach _ commonly branded as "enhanced relationship" or "co-operative compli 
ance" -only fairly recently. For example, by virtue of amendments to the GTA in 
2015 instruments of advance tax rulings and tax settlements have been introduced 
in Croatian tax system. Moreover, a "special status" may be awarded to the taxpayer 
for the purpose of promoting voluntary compliance, which is effectively a horizon 
tal monitoring scheme. 

Against this backdrop, the purpose of this paper is twofold. First, we attempt 
to identify the origins of the traditional public law paradigm on tax relationship in 
Croatian law. Second, we examine whether recent legislative developments signify a 
paradigm shift, with traditional public law categories giving way to principles such 
as reciprocity, fair play, protection of taxpayers' rights and legal certainty. 

2. ORIGINS OF THE TRADITIONAL VIEW ON TAX 
RELATIONSHIP IN CROATIA 

. . 
2 Se~ IMF (2014), 25 Years of Transition Post-Communist Europe and the IMF, Regional Eco 

nomic Issues, Special Report, https://www.im!org/externallpubsljt/reo/2014Ieurlenglpdflerei_ 
sr_102414.pdf, last visited I April 2017, 51. 

3 For a more detailed insight see H. Simovic, H. Blazic, A. Stambuk, "Income vs. Consumption-ba 
sed concept of direct taxation: eternal debate in Croatia", Ekonomski pregled 67(3)12016, 185-205. 

4 According to the German doctrine, tax procedure law (Steuerverfahrensrecht) governs the enfor 
cement of claims from the debtor-creditor relationship in tax matters (Steuerschuldverhiiltnis); 
it comprises the law of administrative organisation, the doctrine on administrative action, the 
procedures of tax assessment and tax collection, as well as legal remedies in tax law. See K. Tipke, 
J. Lang, Steuerrecht, Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Koln 1996,23. 

5 On importance of logical organisation of tax laws in general see V. Thurony, Comparative Tax 
Law, Kluwer Law International, The Hague 2003, 79-82. 

6 Current version of the GTA has entered into force on January I" 2017 (OffiCial Gazette of the 
Republic of Croatia, No. 115/16). 

7 On the notion of tax relationship see K. Tipke, J. Lang, 166. 

Tax procedure law of any country in the world does not operate in vacuum, 
but is heavily influenced by its general constitutional framework, as well as other 
related legal areas." Accordingly, it is useful to first layout some basic constitutional 
underpinnings of Croatian tax procedure law. Of utmost importance is the principle 
oflegality, embodied in Art. 19(1) ofthe Croatian Constitution'', which sets out that 
individual decisions of governmental agencies, the civil service and bodies vested 
with public authority should be grounded in law. Therefore, individual decisions in 
tax matters made by competent public authority also must have a firm basis found 
in relevant tax and non-tax legislation.l? This time-honoured principle, embedded 
in constitutions around the globe, is a product of the long battle against arbitrary 
taxation in the Western world and serves to protect the taxpayer vis-a-vis the State 
and its bodies.'! Another building block of the framework for tax procedure and 
tax administration is found in Art. 51(2) of the Constitution, which provides that 
tax system shall be based upon the principles of equality and equity. In this respect 
it is important to draw attention to the formal aspects of tax equity, such as the 
principles of legality, legal certainty, ~ecifJ.city of tax legislation etc.12 Put simply, 
Art. 51(2) of the Constitution demands that all taxpayers receive equal treatment 

8 See, e.g. R. Gordon, "Law of Tax Administration and Procedure'; Tax law design and drafting (vol. 
1.) (ed. V. Thurony), International Monetary Fund, Washington 1998,90-91. 

9 Official Gazette of the Republic of Croatia, No. 56/90, 135/97, 8/98, 113/00, 124/00,28/01,41/01, 
55/01,76/10 and 85/10. 

10 Principle of legality is also one of the basic principles of Croatian tax procedure, as envisaged in 
Art. 6(1) of the current version ofGTA (Official Gazette of the Republic of Croatia, No. 115116). 
The provision reads as follows: "Tax authorities are obliged to determine all rights and obligations 
stemming from the tax relationship in line with the law." 

11 See S. Gadzo, Nexus requirements in the taxation of non-residents' business income: conceptual 
reconsideration in the global economy context (doctoral thesis), Faculty of Law, Zagreb 2016,1-2 
and the sources referred to therein. 

12 See F. Vanistendael, "Is Fiscal Justice Progressing?", Bulletin for International Taxation 
64(10)/2010,526-527. 
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within the tax relationship, as prescribed in specific tax laws, and that the totality of 
their procedural rights is fully respected. 

Furthermore, it is also important to take note of the influence that general ad 
ministrative law exerts upon tax procedure law.13 Due to historical reasons _ pri 
marily the fact that largest part of present -day Croatia has been part of the Austrian 
empire for several centuries _ contemporary Croatian administrative law still fol 
lows the Austrian tradition to a large extent. This is especially marked as regards to 
the regulation of administrative procedure. As put by Kopric, "( ... J current legal reg 
ulation of general administrative procedure is still based on the old Austrian tradition, 
i.e. on the ideas of classical, Weberian public administrationt+t The aforementioned 
constitutional principle of legality is the main precept governing all administrative 
actions. IS Rigid insistence on the legalistic approach, which pervades Croatian ad 
ministrative practice, has caused some criticism. In the words of Musa, "( ... J such 
approach to legality leads to lesser flexibility and narrows the space for innovation in 
administration, with possibly negative effect on public services, formalism and resist 
ance to change:'16 

Since, as in the majority of civil law countries, tax procedure in Croatia is un 
derstood as a species of administrative procedure.l? and Croatian Tax Administra 
tion, as a competent authority in the vast majority of tax matters, is integrated in 
the general system of state administration, the nature of tax relationship is largely 
shaped by administrative law fundamentals. Thus, tax relationship is essentially un 
derstood as a legal relationship in which one of the parties (tax authority) exercises 
a sovereign power that the State has over its subjects (individuals and legal persons 
as taxpayers), in accordance with the Constitution and pertinent legislation.l'' This 
traditional public law perspective leads to an asymmetry, in that the participants in 
the tax relationship can never be on an equal footing. Accordingly, the position of 
the Tax Administration _ as well as any other public body encompassed by the ter 
minus technicus "tax authority': defined in Art. 3 GTA (e.g. municipal bodies) _ as 
a potentior persona in the tax relationship is well established and undisputed in the 
Croatian doctrine.l? 

13 Generally on the relation between administrative law and tax law see V. Thurony, 121-124. 
14 I. Kopric, :'Administrative Technology and General Administrative Procedure: Challenges and 

Chartges in South-Eastern Europe'; Hrvatska i komparativna javnaiPuprava (HKJU) 11(2)/2011,439. 
IS Article 5 of the Croatian General Administrative Procedure Act (OffiCial Gazette of the Republic 

of Croatia, No. 47/09; hereinafter GAPA) replicates the constitutional principle of legality. 
16 A. Musa, "Administrative Law and Public Administration'; Introduction to the Law of Croatia (ed. 

T. [osipovic), Wolters Kluwer, Alphen aan den Rijn 2014, 56. 
17 See, e.g. D. Derda, Opti upravni postupak u Republici Hrvatskoj, Inzenjerski biro, Zagreb 2010, 

25-33; Art. 4 GTA explicitly provides that its rules have lex specialis nature in relationship with 
the rules of GAPA. 

18 Compare also M.T. Soler Roch, "Tax Administration versus Taxpayer - A New Deal?'; World Tax 
]ournaI4(2)/2012, 282.; A. Nunes dos Santos, "The Changing Relationship between Tax Admini 
strations and Taxpayers: Countries' Experience with Horizontal Monitoring'; Tax policy challen 
ges in the 21st century (eds. K. Spies, R. Petruzzi), Linde, Wien 2014, 633. 

19 See e.g. O. Loncaric-Horvat, "Poreznopravni odnos" Financijsko pravo i financijska znanost (B. 
JelCic et al.), Narodne novine, Zagreb 2008, 545; N. Zunic Kovacevic, "Upravnosudska kontrola u 
poreznim stvarima" Zbornik radova Pravnog fakulteta u Splitu 53(1)/2016, 288. 
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The superior position of tax authorities meets its limits primarily in the rule 
of law principles, which are enshrined in the Constitution. Thus, exempli causa, ac 
tions of tax authorities should not impede principle of legal certainty nor intrude 
into the private sphere of the taxpayers.P Moreover, taxpayer, being the weaker 
party in the tax relationship, is granted certain fundamental rights, such as the right 
to be informed, assisted and heard, the privilege against self-incrimination, the right 
of appeal, the right to confidentiality and secrecy, etc.21 Against this backdrop, tax 
relationship entails a balance between the exercise of taxing power by the State and 
human rights of the persons subjugated to the State authority.V 

The described traditional paradigm on tax relationship underlies German 
tax law23, which has inspired, in both substantive and procedural aspects, the de 
velopment of tax law in most transition countries, including Croatia.i! It is thus 
of no surprise that the German Fiscal Code (Abgabenordnung)25 served as a role 
model in the drafting of the first version of Croatian General Tax Act (GTA).26 
Adoption of GTA in 2000 has been a major step forward in the modernization 
of Croatian tax law, since it essentially codified all substantive and procedural 
rules which, from a normative scope-type perspective, have general application 
in tax matters, i.e. lex generalis tax norms.F Therefore, it could be said that by 
the GTA adoption the missing keystone of the legislative framework of Croatian 
tax system was cemented. For the purpose of this paper it is important to note 
that the first GTA regulated tax relationship in systematic fashion, based on the 
above-depicted traditional paradigm and in line with its German role model.28 
Whether subsequent legislative developments entail a shift towards a more mod 
ern understanding of the tax relationship, will be explored in more detail below 
(see section 4). 

20 For a more detailed account of the rule of law requirements in the sphere of taxation see, e.g. K. 
Tipke, J. Lang, 77-125. 

21 For a comprehensiye account of taxpayers' rights provided in Croatian legal system see Porezna 
uprava (2016), Prava i obveze poreznih obveznika u poreznom postupku, available at https:llwww. 
porezna-uprava.hrIHR_publikacijelPrirucnici_brosurelI56_PravaObveze.pdf, last visited 1 April 
2017. For an overview of the standard catalogue of taxpayers' rights see P. Baker, P. Pistone, "Gene 
ral Report'; Cahiers de Droit Fiscal lnternationd; vol. lOOb - The practical protection of taxpayers' 
fundamental rights (International Fiscal Association), Sdu Uitgevers, The Hague 2015, 22. 

22 See M.T. Soler Roch, 284. 
23 See e.g. K. Tipke, J. Lang, 3-4; U. Koenig (ed.), Abgabenordnung §§ 1 bis 368: Kommentar, C.H. 

Beck, Miinchen 2014, § 32, paras. 4-5. 
24 See V. Thurony, 36. 
25 Abgabenordnung, 2002 BGBI. I S. 3866-2016 BGBI. I S. 3234. Available at: https:llbeck-online. 

beck.deIBcidIY-lOO-G-AO-Name-inh, last visited 1 April 2017. 
26 See M., Budic, et al., Opci porezni zakon s komentarom, Institut za javne financije, Zagreb 2001, 18. 
27 See N. Zunic Kovacevic, ""Europeizacija" hrvatskog poreznog postupovnog prava - 0 dosa 

dasnjim ne/uspjesima kroz prizmu zadanih i imperativnih promjena", Godiinjak Akademije pra 
vnih znanosti Hrvatske 5(1)/2014, 79. Generally on this model of organisation of tax laws, which 
is effectively very similar to codification, see V. Thurony, 81-82. 

28 See H. Arbutina et al., "Croatia'; Trends and Players in Tax Policy (eds. M. Lang et al.), IBFD, 
Amsterdam 2016, sec. 8.5. 
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3. PRACTICAL FAILINGS 
OF THE TRADITIONAL APPROACH 

It seems that taxpayers' dissatisfaction and frustration with the actions of tax 
authorities is particularly strong with regard to the tax audit procedure.I" For ex 
ample, in the view of the vast majority of certified tax advisors, tax audit is charac 
terised by arbitrary actions of the tax authorities. Moreover, from the taxpayers' per 
spective, tax audit is perceived as a procedure solely aimed at collecting additional 
tax revenues and imposing penalties.P'' Against this backdrop, it is quite interesting 
to note that even the first version of the GTA provided that one of the obligatory 
stages of tax audit is the so-called "final discussion': in which the taxpayer and the 
tax inspector jointly discuss the results of the audit and all relevant legal and factual 
contentions.'? While such rule signals legislator's awareness on the necessity of dis 
pute prevention, it does not amount to a genuine mechanism for resolution of all 
potential disagreements between the parties.I'' 

Another area of tax procedure law prone to heavy criticism is dispute settle 
ment. More precisely, doubts have been expressed on the efficiency of taxpayers' 
protection against unlawful actions of the tax authorities, within the procedures of 
administrative review and judicial appeal.t? One recent study suggest that practi 
cal protection of taxpayer's rights in Croatia is far from satisfactory, particularly in 
terms of both excessive length of the procedures and a remarkably high degree of 
rejected administrative reviews.t" Accordingly, the prospects of employing differ 
ent mechanisms of alternative dispute resolution (ADR) have been debated in aca 
demic circles." 

While the preceding section attempted to trace the origins of the traditional 
public law view of the tax relationship in Croatia, it seems even more important to 
analyse some of the most important ramifications of applying such approach in eve 
ryday tax practice. As a starting point, it is imperative to underline that a number 
of studies confirm that the biggest problem of Croatian tax system lies in the legal 
uncertainty it breeds. 

For example, Deloitte's 2015 survey, conducted among tax professionals oper 
ating in 28 European countries, shows that only France and Italy fare worse than 
Croatia in terms of tax uncertainty/? Interestingly, in the explanatory memoranda 
accompanying the bills drafted for the purpose of the most recent tax reform, even 
the Government explicitly acknowledged this problem and thusly identified the in 
crease in legal certainty as one of the overarching reform goals.3o While there are 
many causes of legal uncertainty in the substantive sphere of the tax system - e.g. 
frequent changes, complexity and even retrospective application of tax legislation 
- it is beyond doubt that the legal framework for tax procedure and tax administra 
tion did little to alleviate the problem. 

More specifically, a recent survey conducted among certified tax advisors found 
that they recognise two biggest issues with the relationship between tax authorities 
and taxpayers in Croatia: (i) lack of legal certainty and (ii) tax authorities' preju 
dicial view of the taxpayers as tax evaders.'! Moreover, the surveyconfirmed the 
assumption that the tax relationship in Croatia is dominated by a traditional public 
law perspective; most tax advisors agreed on its depiction as a "relationship without 
genuine dialogue" and an "authoritarian relationship dominated by a marked division 
between the superior (tax authority) and the subordinate (taxpayerF32 In effect, it 
amounts to a vertical relationship between "cops and robbers".33 In a similar vein, 
a recent study issued by one business representative association pointed out that the 
excessive length of tax dispute procedures adds to legal uncertainty; other vexing 
problems are related to the unwillingness of the tax authorities to co-operate with 
taxpayers, as well as the practice of non - uniform application of tax laws by different 
organizationaf units within the Tax Administration.e? •• 

4. GLOBAL TRENDS AND RECENT LEGISLATIVE CHANGES: 
IS CROATIA MOVING TOWARDS A "COMPLIANCE 
ORIENTED" MODEL OF THE TAX RELATIONSHIP? 

29 Deloitte (2015), European tax survey 2015: Transparency, Simplification and collaboration, https:11 
www2.deloitte.comlgloballenlpagesllaxlarliclesleuropean-lax-survey.html, last visited I April 2017. 

30 See Government of the Republic of Croatia (2016), Proposal of the General Tax Act, available 
at: https:llvlada.gov.hrIUserDocsImagesISjedniceI201613%20sjednica%2014%20VladeI3%20-%20 
1.9.pdf, last visited I April 2017. 

31 See T. Regie Lugaric, "Porezni savjetnici: zamagljen identitet, velika ocekivanja", Drustvena 
istrazivanja 25(2)12016,230. 

32 Ibid., 229. 
33 Ibid., 234. 
34 See H. Stojic et al., White Book 2016, Foreign Investors Council, Zagreb 2016, 38-41. Compare 

also T. Regie Lugaric, J. Bogovac, "Pravni status poreznih izdataka: stanje i perspective", Skrivena 
javna potrosnja: Sadasnjost i budutnost poreznih izdataka (eds. V. Bratic, M. Fabris), Institut za 
javne financije, Zagreb 2012, 192. 

The need to move away from the classic public law pattern of tax relationship, 
in direction of strengthening co-operation and trust between the parties, has been 
recognized in many countries already in 1970s and 1980s.42 On the one hand, the 
voice of dissatisfied taxpayers, who demanded to be recognized as holders of some 
fundamental rights; could not be ignored and first documents enshrining taxpay 
ers' rights were adopted by the beginning ot the- 1990s.43 On the other hand, tax 
authorities faced serious problems in enforcement of tax laws and revenue collec 
tion, regardless of the fact that the legal framework granted them expansive powers 

35 See Ibid. 
36 See T. Regie Lugaric, (2016), 232-233. 
37 See Art. 125 of the current version of the GTA. 
38 See T. Regie Lugaric, N. Cicin-Sain, "Alternativno rjesavanie sporova u poreznom pravu: utopija 

iii rjesenje?" Zbornik Pravnogfakulteta u Zagrebu 64(3)/2016, 367. 
39 On the dichotomy between tax reviews and tax appeals see P. Baker, P. Pistone, 49. 
40 See N. Zunic Kovacevic, (2016b), 283-287. 
41 See Ibid., 287-295; T. Rogic Lugaric, N. Cicin-Sain, 367-374. 
42 See K. Bronzewska, Cooperative Compliance: A new approach to managing taxpayer relations, 

IBFD, Amsterdam 2016, sec. 2.2.2. 
43 See M.T. Soler Roch, 284-285; A. Nunes dos Santos, 634. 
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of surveillance and investigation. This may primarily be attributed to the influence 
of globalization on the sphere of taxation.t? Put simply, in the context of higher 
mobility of capital across the national borders, tax authorities need to track activi 
ties and transactions of a significantly larger number of taxpayers; their work has 
been made even more complex as many large multinational corporations started to 
exploit the new economic environment by resorting to various techniques of "ag 
gressive" tax planning.t'' 

Against this backdrop, the first decade of the 21 st century saw the emergence of 
a new paradigm on tax relationship, commonly branded as "enhanced relationship" 
or "co-operative compliance" (hereinafter: CC).46 While there is no single, universal 
definition of the CC concept, it is built on two basic pillars: (i) trust and transparen 
cy; and (ii) predictability and certainty.t? In essence, taxpayers agree to be open and 
transparent on their tax positions and risks, while tax authorities agree to follow a 
more relaxed approach within the tax relationship, e.g. in terms of a less repressive 
or intrusive tax audit procedure or by providing advice on specific legal and factual 
issues.48 Probably the best way to understand the CC notion is to compare it with 
the "basic tax relationship'; in which the parties act solely by reference to what the 
law requires, without genuine mutual trust.49 According to Soler Roch, two guid 
ing legal principles underlie CC: (i) principle of legal certainty and (ii) principle 
of efficiency of the administration. 50 While the former is more important for the 
taxpayer, since they seek higher predictability in assessing their tax positions, the 
latter is a fundamental precept for the tax authorities, particularly in the light of 
their limited resources. 

with the aim to finance rising budget deficits in the post-crisis times - but also by 
a distinctly adversarial approach to the tax relationship, which further eroded the 
mutual trust between tax authorities and taxpayers. It seems that the tax authorities 
were pushed to assume a purely disciplinary role during this period, in that stricter 
enforcement - backed up with the introduction of some additional deterrent tools 
- was perceived as the most effective approach against tax non-compliance. One of 
the symbols of this era of "tax repression" is the 2012 introduction of the concept 
of "piercing of corporate veil" in the GTA, practical application of which has been 
proved to be extremely dubious from the rule of law standpoint and has caused 
numerous disputes.P! 

As a first sign of a new, more flexible approach, in the summer of 2014 the 
Tax Administration adopted a document similar to so-called "charters of taxpay 
ers' rights'; which are commonplace in other countries. 52 While the legal nature of 
this document is somewhat debatable, it still serves as an explicit declaration of tax 
authorities' intent to enhance mutual trust within the tax relationship and to treat 
taxpayers as both holders of rights and services users. 53 Further confirmation of the 
shifting tides was given in 2016, when the Tax Administration published its strategy 
for the period of 2016-2020.54 This strategic document is permeated by modern 
views on (voluntary) tax compliance and tax relationship. Most notably, the Tax 
Administration identified "orientation on cooperation and partnership" as one of 
its four strategic objectives. 55 Accordingly, the goal is to encourage development 
of trust between the parties of the tax relationship, based on mutual partnership, 
consistent with the principles laid in the above-mentioned Charter on Cooperation. 
In more specific terms, Croatian revenue bodies committed to develop new and 
more efficient methods of communication with the taxpayer, expand and improve 
taxpayer services and systematically monitor taxpayers' satisfaction. 56 Finally, it is 
important to note that the latest "tax reform package'; adopted by the legislator in 
late 2016, emphasizes, inter alia, the necessity to improve taxpayers' legal certainty, 
both in substantive and procedural sphere of the tax system.V 

In the following pages we examine two novelties in Croatian tax procedure law, 
which may be observed as reflections of the "New Deal" between tax authorities and 
taxpayers. 

4.1. "New deal" between 
Croatian tax authorities and taxpayers? 

It seems that the above examined practical shortcomings of traditional ap 
proach to tax law relationship in Croatia (see section 3) have been acknowledged by 
the policymakers, at least in the last few years. Accordingly, there have been some 
notable legislative developments which are, at least to some extent, comparable with 
the global trends. 

In this regard itis first vital to underline that ever since 20).5 it has been pos 
sible to identify a certain shift in the approach to tax policy in general. The 2009- 
2014 period was dominated not only by an increase in tax burdens - primarily 

44 Generally on the conflict between globalization and the "tax state" see S. Gadzo, 210-213. 
45 See J. Owens, "Tax Administrators, Taxpayers and Their Advisors: Can the Dynamics of the Rela 

tionship Be Changed?': Bulletin for International Taxation 9/2012, 516; A. Nunes dos Santos, 635. 
46 On the distinction between these terms see OECD (2013), Co-operative Compliance: A Fra 

mework, OECD Publishing, http://dx.doi.orgIl0.1787/9789264200852-en, last visited 1 April 
2017,16; E. van der Enden, K. Bronzewska, "The Concept of Cooperative Compliance': Bulletin 
for International Taxation 68(10)/2014, 567. 

47 Ibid., 568. For a detailed analysis see K. Bronzewska, sec. 5. 
48 See J. Owens, 517-518. 
49 See Ibid., 517; M.T. Soler Roch, 293. 
50 Ibid. 

51 Generally on this concept see N. Zunic Kovacevic, S. Gadzo, "Institut zakonskog poreznog 
jamstva nakon novele Opceg poreznog zakona 2012: "Proboj pravne osobnosti" trgovackih 
drustava u slucaju zlouporabe prava", ZPFR 34(2)/2013, 635-670. 

52 See Charter on Cooperation of Tax Administration and Taxpayers, https:llwww.porezna-uprava. 
hrlDokumenti%20vijestilPOVELJA %200%20SURADNJI%20PU%20I%20POREZNIH%20 
OBVEZNlKA-izmjene9020Nadzor-Strategija0707.pdf, last visited 1 April 2017. 

53 See Ibid., 6-7. On the legal nature of this document see T. Regie Lugarlc, A. Sejdinovic, "Povelja 
o suradnji Porezne uprave i poreznih obveznika" Porezni vjesnik 24(10)/2015,94-99. 

54 Strategy of the Tax Administration for the period 2016-2020. Full text of this document in English 
is available at https:llwww.porezna-uprava.hrlenIDocumentsIStrategy%202016-2020%20final.pdf, 
last visited 1 April 2017. 

55 Ibid., 6-7. 
56 Ibid., 9. 
57 See supra, note 20. 
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4.2. Advance rulings 
Attention should be first drawn to the regulatory scheme on advance tax rul 

ings. According to Romano, advance rulings may be defined as "(00') legal instru 
ments under which taxpayers (or their tax advisors) may obtain a more or less bind 
ing statement from the tax authorities concerning the treatment of a transaction or a 
series of contemplated future (and sometimes past) actions or transactions:'58 While it 
is beyond the scope of this paper to delve deeper on their advantages, it is essential 
to keep in mind that the overarching policy aim of these instruments is to enhance 
taxpayers' legal certainty. , 

In the light of the above mentioned discontent with the overall level of tax law 
certainty in Croatia (see supra, section 3), the benefits of introducing advance rul 
ings system have been discussed in academic circles in the past.59 The discussion 
usually revolved around the principle of good faith, which has been enshrined in 
the GTA ever since 2000, providing that the parties in the tax relationship should 
act conscientiously and fairly in accordance with the law.6o Although this principle 
could have been relied upon as a basis for introduction of more advanced instru 
ments that enhance tax law certainty it has been largely ignored in practice/" 

It was only in 2015, by way of amendments to the GTA, when advance rul 
ings became part of Croatian tax system, apparently under the influence of develop 
ments ofEU framework on information exchange.V According to Art. 10 GTA, tax 
authorities may issue an advance ruling upon the explicit request of the taxpayer 
with regard to a limited number of tax-related issues. Namely, the objective scope of 
the rulings is limited to the following: (i) apportionment of the input VAT; (ii) ap 
plication of tax laws related to investment projects carried on in Croatia and value 
of which exceeds EUR 2.66 million; (iii) assessment of the corporate tax base re 
lated to corporate restructurings; (iv) application of tax treaty provisions; and (v) 
tax treatment of business activities which are deemed "unusual': Further elucidation 
on the advance ruling scheme, particularly as to procedural aspects, is provided in 
the relevant by-law.63 

It is certainly too early to assess the efficiency of Croatian advance rulings sys 
tem. On the one hand, it certainly represents' a step forward with regard to modern 
ization of tax procedgre law.64 On the other hand, doubts remain reg<!Jding limited 

objective scope of the scheme. Namely, until late 2016 the Tax Administration has 
dismissed over 50 ruling requests for rulings on the grounds of their inadmissibility 
under pertinent law.65 

4.3. Horizontal monitoring 
Legal mechanism that probably best encapsulates basic principles of co-operative 

compliance (see supra) is the so-called "horizontal monitoring" programme, which 
was first introduced in 2005 in the Netherlands.P" In fact, this concept is usually con 
sidered as one of the possible models of Cc. 67 According to Gribnau, "(. .. .) horizontal 
monitoring implies a form of dejurification, for example, by giving more prominence to 
social norms, such as trust, fair play, respect, reciprocity and shared responsibility in the 
interaction between tax administration and taxpayers rather than legal norms:'68 Es 
sentially, this instrument supplements the traditional, vertical tax relationship as part 
of a broader compliance risk strategy by the revenue authority.69 

Interestingly, Croatia followed Dutch suit and introduced horizontal monitor 
ing (hereinafter: HM) - labelled as "granting of the special status to taxpayers" - in 
late 2014, by the amendments of the Tax Administration Act.70 The drafters clari 
fied that this amendment aims to develop trust and transparency within the tax re 
lationship, which will enhance the overall efficiency of the tax procedure and reduce 
the need for complex tax audits."! Another six months passed before the Minister 
of Finance adopted by-law that effectively enabled practical application of HM.72 
Policymakers' disorientation in finding the right place for this instrument within 
Croatian legal system finally ended in 2016, when pertinent statutory provisions 
were relocated to the newest version of the GTA?3 

Art. 70(2) GTA lists five cumulative conditions taxpayers have to satisfy to 
be eligible for HM: (i) over the last three years the auditor's reports they received 
do not contain any auditor's reservations; (ii) they have a working internal control 

65 This information has been given to the author on an informal basis from the representatives 
of Croatian Tax Administration, for the purposes of the project "Flexible Multi-Tier Dispute 
Resolution in International Tax Disputes'; carried under the auspices of IBFD, Amsterdam. 
Results of the project will be published in the forthcoming period. 

66 See ,L. van der Hel - van Dijk, M. Pheijffer, "A tailor-made approach to fiscal supervision: An 
" evaluation of horizontal monitoring'; Bulletin for Internatiiinal Taxation 66(10)/2012, 578-581. 

67 See, e.g. OECD (2013),21-24; H. Gribnau, "Horizontal Monitoring: Some Procedural Tax Law 
Issues", Tax Assurance (ed. R. Russo), Kluwer, Deventer 2015, 184. 

68 Ibid. 
69 Ibid., 186. 
70 Official Gazette of the Republic of Croatia, No. 141-2672/2014. 
71 See Vlada Republike Hrvatske (2014), Prijedlog zakona 0 izmjenama i dopunama Zakona 0 

Poreznoj upravi, s Konalnim prijedlogom zakona, http://www.iusinfo.hr/Appendix//RDOCSB_ 
HRilent_id_17367.PDF, last visited 1 April 2017, 4. 

72 See Ordinance on granting and withdrawing the special status of the taxpayer in order to 
encourage voluntary tax compliance, Official Gazette of the Republic of Croatia, No. 67/2015, 
115/2016, 115/2016 (hereinafter: HM Ordinance). 

73 See Art. 70 GTA. Compare also T. Regie Lugaric, "Porezna tijela i porezni obveznici: od policajca 
i lopova do suradnika', Gradani, javna uprava i lokalna samouprava: povjerenje, suradnja, potpora 
(eds. I. Kopric, A. Musa, T. Giljevic), Institut za javnu upravu, Zagreb 2017, 353. 

58 C. Romano, Advance Tax Rulings and the Principles of Law, IBFD, Amsterdam 2002, 78. 
59 See e.g. O. Loncaric-Horvat, "Prilog europeizaciji hrvatskog poreznog postupovnog prava" 

Hrvatska pred vratima EU: jiskaini aspekti (ed. G. Druzic), Hrvatska akademija znanosti i 
umjetnosti, Zagreb 2005; N. Zunic Kovacevic, "Primjena nacela dobre vjere u poreznom 
postupku - neuspjeli pokusaj uvodenja instituta obvezujuce informacije u hrvatsko porezno 
pravo" Zbornik Pravnogfakulteta Sveuiiliita u Rijeci (ZPFR) 31(1 Supplement)/2010, 133-150. 

60 See Art. 9 GTA. 
61 See N. Zunic Kovacevic, (2010), 147-148. 
62 See N. Zunic Kovacevic, "Prethodna obvezujuca porezna misljenja - novi institut hrvatskog 

poreznog postupka", ZPFR 37(1)12016, 282. 
63 Ordinance on advance rulings, tax return amendments, statistical reports and tax settlements, 

Official Gazette of the Republic of Croatia, No. 78115, 16/16. 
64 See N. Zunic Kovacevic, (2016a), 287. 
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system in place; (iii) they commit to inform the Tax Administration on all business 
decisions that entail certain tax risks; (iv) members of their management are not 
under criminal prosecution; (v) the available data indicates that the taxpayer will 
comply with his obligations envisaged within the HM programme. 

There are five consecutive procedural steps that have to be followed in order 
to obtain "special status" and thus engage in HM.74 Similarly to the Dutch model, 
the procedure is finalized in the form of a written agreement between the Tax Ad 
ministration and the taxpayer, which lays down their respective rights and obliga 
tions." In a nutshell, a taxpayer obliges to be fully transparent on his activities and 
tax risks, while complying with all duties prescribed by tax legislation in a timely 
manner. Conversely, tax authorities need to adjust the extent of using their supervi 
sory discretion to the quality of taxpayer's internal control and auditing processes. 
Moreover, they are obliged to interact with the taxpayer quickly and transparently, 
as to avoid any potential disputes. When these rights and obligations are viewed in 
the light of the general tax law framework, it seems clear that the HM agreement is 
effectively a "soft law" instrument.I'' 

It has to be noted that HM in Croatia is still in pilot phase. Accordingly, the 
law sets a limitation on a number of new agreements that may be signed on a yearly 
basis.?" While it is thus definitely too early to evaluate the regime, some misgivings 
have already been articulated in literature. First, introduction of HM has been rather 
"low-key': without a genuine effort to publicize its benefits and motivate taxpayers' 
participation" Second, doubts have been expressed on potential strain on human 
and other resources of tax authorities.I? Third, the usage of information obtained 
during the HM programme in subsequent tax procedures remains an open issue.80 

5. CONCLUSION 

We further argued that tax practice exposed the limitations of traditional au 
thoritarian approach to the relationship between tax authorities and taxpayers, due 
to its detrimental effect on overall legal certainty. In this regard, tax audits and reso 
lution of tax disputes have been identified as two most vexing areas, dominated by 
mutual mistrust and antagonism. 

However, recent years saw significant modernization of Croatian tax procedure 
law, mainly under the influence of global trends of supplementing the "basic" tax 
relationship with new, compliance-oriented elements. Policymakers' declarations on 
the necessity to move towards a tax relationship based on co-operation and partner 
ship have been echoed in some legislative changes. Although there have also been 
other important institutional and regulatory developments - e.g. formation of the 
special Large Taxpayers Unit within the Tax Administration, introduction of "tax 
settlements" in the tax audit procedure etc. - we have put special emphasis on two 
instruments that truly exemplify the new paradigm: advance rulings and horizontal 
monitoring. 

While the evolution of regulatory framework examined in this paper suggests 
that there has been a genuine "paradigm shift': some caveats remain. First and fore 
most, at this point it is too early to evaluate the efficiency of the new instruments. 
Accordingly, there is some risk that they turn out to be "dead letter': particularly 
if the tax authorities do not improve their approach to compliance risk manage 
ment.81 Second, some atavisms of the old model will linger in the future, as is 
the case with the infamous scheme on "piercing the corporate veil" in tax matters. 
Third, the policymakers are yet to fully tackle the matter of dispute resolution, tak 
ing into account taxpayers' rights on the one hand and administrative efficiency on 
the other. Namely, alternative dispute resolution mechanisms are still conspicuously 
missing in the Croatian tax law. 

The term "transition" has been used in the title of this paper to connote a trans 
formation of the relevant legal framework, aimed at adopting standards deemed as 
"best practices" from a global perspective. The focus was on the evolution in the 
understanding of "tax relationship" in Croatian tax law. As a starting point, we un 
derlined that the adoption 'of the General Tax Act in 2000 signalled the-apotheosis 
of a traditional public law paradigm on tax relationship. This traditional view has 
been ascribed to both fundamentals of Croatian constitutional and administrative 
law and to the influence of German role-models. 

74 See N. Cicin Sain, "A New Approach of the Croatian Tax. Administration towards Taxpayers 
Based on. Cooperation Instead of Repression: A True. Change in Attitude'; HKJU 16(4)/2016, 
857-859. 

75 See Art. 10 of the HM Ordinance. 
76 Compare also H. Gribnau, 195-196; M.T. Soler Roch, 294. 
77 See Art. 13 of the HM Ordinance. 
78 T. Regie Lugaric, (2017), 357-358. 
79 Ibid., 358-359; N. Cicin Sain, 863. 
80 Ibid., 861-862. 81 Compare also T. Regie Lugaric, (2017), 358. 


